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Examples of School Facilities Needs

Common Deficiencies that 

Could Inhibit Teaching & 

Learning

Code Violation/Immediate Threat to Life, Safety or Health

Serious violations of fire, safety or building code

Lack of air conditioning

Asbestos in air

Space Related (insufficient for number of students)

Not enough general classroom space

Not enough specialty classroom space

Not enough cafeteria space

Facility Related

Heating/air equipment not maintainable

Not enough parking/driveways

Roof nearing end-of-life failure

Classroom  lighting levels below standards
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Weighting Differentiates Needs

• No air conditioning

• Overcrowded

• Building systems not

maintainable

• Air conditioned

• At capacity

• Facility generally

operates as needed
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This 40 year old facility is made up of only three 
components: a roof, exterior walls, and a 

foundation, and lacks sufficient classroom space.
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The roof costs $200 to replace, and is 50% degraded.

Therefore, its repair value is $100.

The roof is within its expected life cycle, so it is 
assigned to Category 9, with a weight of .25.

Component 1
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The exterior walls cost $100 to replace, and are 80% degraded.

Therefore, its repair value is $80.

The walls’ original expected life of 60 years has been reduced, 
because there are indicators that additional failure is imminent. 

Therefore, it is assigned to Category 3, mitigate additional 
damage, with a weight of 2.

Component 2
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The foundation costs $300 to replace, and is 40% degraded.

Therefore, its repair value is $120.

The foundation is within its 100 year expected life cycle, so it is 
assigned to Category 9, with a weight of .25.

Component 3
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According to the Enrollment Growth Statistics and the 
Sufficiency Standards, in 5 years, our school enrollment will 
require 500 total square feet of classroom space. Currently 

only 400 total square feet exist.

Therefore, our deficiency is 100 square feet, or 25% of the 
400 square feet, with a repair value of $150.*

This is a space-related deficiency, so it is assigned to 
Category 2, which carries a weight of 3.0.

*($600/400 SF = $1.50 a square foot)

Space Need
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Our roof’s repair value is weighted by .25.
.25 weight x $100 repair value = $25

Our walls’ repair value is weighted by 1.5.
1.5 weight x $80 repair value = $120

Our foundation’s repair value is weighted by .25.
.25 weight x $120 repair value = $30

Our general classroom square footage deficiency is 
weighted by 3.0.

3.0 weight x $150 repair value = $450

1)

2)

3)

SN)
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Our combined weighted repair value is $625.
$25 roof + $120 walls + $30 foundation + $450 sf 

deficiency = $625

Our combined replacement value is $600.
$200 roof + $100 walls + $300 foundation = $600

Therefore, our total MDCI is 104%.
625 ÷ 600 = 1.04
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Proposed Needs Categories
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